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To discuss the principle of Management by Objectives as may be applied in consideration of staffing civilian position in an Army Project Management Office.

**STUDY REPORT ABSTRACT:**
Discusses the principle of Management by Objectives and postulates that it is fitting to the requirements of Army Project Management. The paper addresses the staffing effort by discussing factors relevant to the establishment of staffing authorization, recruitment, selection and the constraints imposed by the Civil Service environment with which the Project Manager must work.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this study is to discuss the principle of Management by Objectives and to apply it to the problem of staffing civilian positions in an Army Project Management Office. The emphasis is on the importance of people as being the integral part of organizations and management.

Management by Objectives Principle

The paper discusses Management by Objectives from the point of view of a need to recognize those employees who are achievement-motivated and to be able to offer them opportunities and challenges in the Project Management field which will fill their needs. It further postulates that traditional Management by Procedures methods are not applicable to the Project Management environment which necessitates an awareness of the Management by Objectives approach.

Management by Objectives in Army Project Management

This section discusses the acknowledgement of the value of Management by Objectives in Project Management efforts within the Department of Defense and cites instances of DoD policy statements on the subject. References are made to statements by DoD officials who have stressed the challenges of Project Management and the need for it to be people-oriented. There is also discussion of the issue that in today's DoD environment Project Management must concentrate on the criteria of the effectiveness and utilization of the personnel resources available.
Staffing a Project Management Office

This section deals with the various aspects and considerations in the staffing of an Army Project Management Office. It follows the flow of staffing authority through the Project Manager's Charter and various Army policy documents, finally culminating in the Table of Distribution and Allowances which establishes the manpower authorized to the Project Management Office. The process of the recruiting and selection of Civilian personnel to staff those authorizations is discussed in relation to the Management by Objectives considerations developed earlier.

Constraints Imposed by the Civil Service Environment

This section discusses the potential inhibiting constraints with which a Project Manager may find himself involved when staffing an office. To be sure, it does not attempt to exhaust the subject, but it does provide some insights with which to begin deeper analysis depending upon individual circumstances.

Conclusion

The conclusions drawn from this study make it apparent that Management by Objectives offers a great deal toward the betterment of military Project Management efforts. Management by Objectives should be given careful consideration during the staffing of Civilian positions in the Project Management Office; however, there are numerous real constraints to the total achievement of that objective. Nonetheless, the successful Project Manager will find the means to sumount these problems, just as he would do for the other problems confronting him and his project.
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STAFFING A PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE:
APPLICATION OF MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
AND LIMITATIONS*

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to discuss the principle of Management by Objectives and to apply it to the environment of an Army Project Management Office, particularly focusing on the problem of staffing of civilian positions in the organization. Due to the current emphasis placed on creating an atmosphere in which the basic tenets of Management by Objectives may flourish, this study will attempt to assess some of the "real life" problems imposed by the current civilian personnel system to the successful implementation of that objective in staffing an Army Project Management Office.

There are many management problems involved in Army Project Management. One which has surfaced repeatedly during the process of instruction and discussion at the Defense Systems Management School, Program Management Course 73-1, has been the issue of people. Visiting Project Managers and other distinguished guest speakers have stressed the importance of the quality and motivation of the personnel, from the Project Manager down to the lowest grade functionary in the Program Office. One visiting Army PM summarized the situation quite

*Abstainer

This study represents the views, conclusions and recommendations of the author and does not necessarily reflect the official opinion of the Defense Systems Management School nor the Department of Defense.
succinctly by stating that of all the assets involved in the management of the project, people are the most important single asset. If one reflects on that statement while taking into account the nature of Army projects and their complexity, the importance of such a statement begins to grow.

Before continuing the pursuit of the importance of people in a project, a brief analysis of what a project involves will serve to provide the proper environment for this study. "The concept of program management is to provide centralized management authority over all of the technical and business aspects of a program." The evolution of that concept grew from a perceived need to handle extraordinary programs with an extraordinary approach. Project management resulted. As emphasized by Department of Defense Directive 5000.1, Project Management of the acquisition of major weapon systems is characterized by a flexible approach to the planning, directing and controlling of the task at hand. The need to tailor the management of a project based on the nature of the problems faced implies that a great deal of responsibility is attached to the individual and collective personnel attached to the project.

Given the environment of Army Project Management, a discussion of the organization and management of a Project Management Office is required, since it is the organizational atmosphere that is at the

core of this study. What, in general, are organizations, and what is management? According to Kast and Rosenzweig, organizations are:

(1) Goal-oriented, people with a purpose; (2) psycho-social, people working in groups; (3) technological systems, people using knowledge and techniques; (4) an integration of structural activities, people working together.2

This very good description of the mechanics of what drives an organization suggests that organizations are more than structures to be displayed on charts. Organizations rely on management for direction toward objectives of the organization. Kast and Rosenzweig suggest management is accomplished by four basic elements: "(1) toward objectives, (2) through people, (3) via techniques, and (4) in an organization."3 The task faced by management is one of integrating the frequently divergent elements which comprise the organization in which management operates. It involves the coordination of the organizational resources, both human and material, toward the accomplishment of objectives.

As stated earlier, the most important single element of all those elements applicable to any analysis of organization and management, and particularly critical to Project Management, is the people element. Having created a general environment and philosophy for this study, the principles of Management by Objectives and its application to civilian staffing of an Army Project Management Office will be discussed.


3Ibid.
THE MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES PRINCIPLE

In today's business world, top-level managers are becoming increasingly aware that old ways of motivating employees are becoming less effective in the modern environment that emphasizes a high degree of individual flexibility and responsibility in achieving corporate objectives. The type of employee referred to in this treatise is one who operates in and is part of the management level structure. This employee is assumed to have higher aspirations in terms of personal and professional advancement in the management field. The particular emphasis is on that type of employee who is working in an environment where the management process itself is of the greatest import, rather than finite products which might be manufactured. It is this kind of milieu that characterizes project management. The high degree of technical and managerial competence required by project management efforts requires a type of employee who can and will willingly accept new and diverse challenges. Leaders in the field of personnel management are calling for top-level management to recognize and understand the needs of employees who are achievement-oriented and to develop future managers who can meet the demands of the modern world.\(^4\)

The principle of management by objectives has evolved from the awareness that traditional bureaucratic methods of management by procedure are inadequate to meet rapidly changing needs of today's

organizations and managers. In his book, Management by Objectives in Action, John W. Humble defines Management by Objectives as a dynamic system which seeks to integrate the company's need to clarify and achieve its goals with the manager's need to contribute and develop himself. It is a demanding and rewarding style of managing a business. 5

Humble elaborates on the subject further by quoting an early pioneer in the field, Peter F. Drucker, who stated

Management by Objectives tells a manager what he ought to do. The proper organization of his job enables him to do it. But it is the spirit of the organization that determines whether he will do it. It is the spirit that motivates, that calls upon a man's reserves of dedication and effort, that decides whether he will give his best or do just enough to get by. 6

Humble further analyzes the departure from traditional values represented by Management by Objectives when he characterized the traditional style of attempting to "manufacture" managers through a process of forms, procedures and manuals. He suggests that an "agricultural" analogy rather than an "industrial" one should be used in order that people (managers) might grow in a favorable environment rather than be made. 7 Humble further postulates that the principle of Management by Objectives differs from procedural management in that

...most managers will respond with vitality to really challenging objectives if they are involved in establishing them... and if the organizational climate encourages it. 8

6 Ibid.
7 Ibid, p. 10.
8 Ibid, p. 17.
MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
IN ARMY PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Based on the purpose and nature of military project management, the broad application of Management by Objectives would seem to be a natural and desirable objective. Time and again, visiting project managers, Department of Defense officials and other distinguished guests of the Defense Systems Management School have emphasized the need for project managers to be acutely cognizant that it is people that are the heart and soul of the successful project office. As was discussed earlier in this study, this connotes the need to manage the people who manage the project, and not the need for the project manager to attempt to manage the project all by himself. This issue is vital to the understanding of effective management.

A general manager is not a "doer" of any job - there are other managers charged with the doing. But the general manager sees to it that what he wants is done, and what he wants is a harmony of things done so that his objectives are achieved. The role implies reliance on others to do the work; but it also implies controlling and coordinating the work so that no one aspect dominates others to the detriment of the harmony of the whole.9

Official recognition within the Department of Defense for the application of Management by Objectives to the project management organization is evidenced by a statement in AFSCP 800-3 that Management by Objectives "...is most appropriate when innovation or tailoring is required to most effectively pursue the task."10 This statement is taken from

---

9 Introduction to Military Program Management, p. 2.

A comparative discussion on the relative merits of Management by Procedures versus Management by Objectives. It does acknowledge that the procedures approach has merit in organizations where the nature of the tasks involved dictate that detailed, step-by-step procedures are a more efficient means of accomplishing objectives.

A statement made by a Navy Project Manager further accentuates the advantage of using Management by Objectives in Project Management. He asserted that a Project Management Office cannot be run by formalized procedure. The project objectives must be set and outlined clearly by the Project Manager to his staff, who, in turn, must carry out the objectives according to their specialities. The duty of the Project Manager then is to reinforce the objectives as the organizational and individual styles necessitate.

As stated in the introduction to this study, people are the most important feature of Project Management. The notion of participatory or team management is at the heart of the endeavor. A distinguished Department of Defense official cited as one of the great challenges to military Project Management the need to be people-oriented and people-aware in an environment that can easily be overwhelming with its heavy orientation to the production of things, i.e., technological advancements. The reliance on the creativity and productivity of Project Management people becomes increasingly more critical with the current emphasis on the maximization of increasingly fewer resources, both monetary and human. In short, the emphasis of Project Management today must concentrate on the criteria of effectiveness and utilization of people, and less on
TRADITIONAL NOTIONS OF AUTHORITY AND PROCEDURE TO ACHIEVE THE ULTIMATE GOALS.
STAFFING A PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE

We have arrived at the question that is the focal point of this study. How does the principle of Management by Objectives apply to the process of staffing an Army Project Management Office? Research on the topic revealed a wealth of material on the application of Management by Objectives to the staffing procedures that would be applicable to private industry, but very little that could be directly applied to the Civil Service situation. The materials used in this portion of the study are, therefore, much more subjectively influenced than had originally been hoped. The situation for the future, however, shows promise in that a growing awareness and concern for job enrichment practices, drawing in part on the use of Management by Objectives, is becoming evident in Civil Service personnel administration and training methods, at least within the Department of Defense sphere of influence. Interviews and investigations indicate a trend toward such practices to the extent that the Department of the Army has incorporated the objectives approach in supervisory development training as well as other areas.

Although a significant amount of published material could not be found, a great deal of information has been uncovered through nonattributive interviews and unpublished materials. The intent of Department of Defense Directive 5000.1 is highly significant:

Successful...major defense systems are primarily dependent upon competent people... Responsibility and authority for the acquisition of major defense systems shall be decentralized to the maximum practicable extent.... The development and produc-
TION OF A MAJOR DEFENSE SYSTEM SHALL BE MANAGED BY A SINGLE INDIVIDUAL (PROGRAM MANAGER) WHO SHALL HAVE A CHARTER WHICH PROVIDES SUFFICIENT AUTHORITY TO ACCOMPLISH RECOGNIZED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES. 11

IT BECOMES APPARENT THAT THE POSITION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE RELATIVE TO PROGRAM MANAGEMENT IS ONE THAT IS ATTEMPTING AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE TO RELIEVE THE CONFINING NATURE OF MANAGEMENT BY PROCEDURES. IT WOULD SEEM THAT THERE IS A HIGH DEGREE OF RECOGNITION OF THE NEED TO ALLOW FOR THE FLEXIBILITY TO TAILOR SPECIFICS ACCORDING TO THE PECULIAR REQUIREMENTS OF A GIVEN PROGRAM. THIS, TO BE SURE, IMPLIES THAT HEAVY RELIANCE IS PLACED ON INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY AND THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PERSONNEL INVOLVED WITH THE PROGRAM. IN SHORT, THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM IS GIVEN AN OBJECTIVE RATHER THAN A PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW. RESEARCH ATTEMPTING TO UNCOVER MORE SPECIFIC POLICY TO IMPLEMENT THIS ASPECT OF DODD 5000.1 HAS NOT PRODUCED MORE DEFINITIVE GUIDANCE.

THE REQUIRED AUTHORITY FOR STAFFING ARMY PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICES EMANATES FROM THE PROJECT MANAGER'S CHARTER. ARMY REGULATION 70-17 STATES THE CHARTER WILL EXPLICITLY DEFINE THE SOURCE OF THE PERSONNEL AUTHORIZED TO THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE. 12 THE REGULATION GOES ON TO STATE THAT "A PROVISIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE WILL BE STAFFED WITH THE MINIMUM NECESSARY TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL."13 THESE PERSONNEL ARE TO BE DETAILED TO

---


13IBID, P. 2-3.

10
THE PROJECT IN THE INITIAL PHASE OF ESTABLISHING THE PROJECT AND ORGANIZATION IN ORDER THAT THE PROJECT MAY BEGIN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. THE FULL TIME STAFFING BUILD UP TO FULL STRENGTH WILL EVENTUALLY BE SET FORTH IN THE APPROVED TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES (TDA) THAT WILL ULTIMATELY PROVIDE THE AUTHORIZED STAFFING LEVELS FOR THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE.

THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT CHARTER INCLUDES THE PRELIMINARY STAFFING REQUIREMENTS WHEN IT IS SUBMITTED TO THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL FOR APPROVAL. AT PRESENT, THERE IS NO DEFINITIVE REGULATION OR PROCEDURE IN EXISTENCE WHICH OUTLINES A BASIC PLAN FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING OF AN ARMY PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE. THE ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING HAS, TO DATE, BEEN LEFT TO THE DISCRETION OF THE PROJECT MANAGER. A FREQUENTLY RELIED UPON METHOD TO BE USED AS A GUIDELINE IN THESE EFFORTS HAS BEEN THE MODEL OF THE STRUCTURE OF PREVIOUS PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICES THROUGH ATTEMPTING TO USE SIMILARITIES WHERE APPROPRIATE. GIVEN THE BASIC BACKGROUND AVAILABLE TO HIM, THE PROJECT MANAGER MUST SET ABOUT DEFINING THE CATEGORIES OF PROFESSIONAL SKILLS WHICH THE PROJECT WILL REQUIRE IN ITS MANAGEMENT, DIRECTION AND MONITORSHIP ROLES. FOLLOWING THE CONCEPT OF MINIMUM STAFFING LEVELS IN ARMY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, THE PROJECT MANAGER MUST RELY VERY HEAVILY UPON THE MAJOR SUBORDINATE (COMMODOITY) COMMAND WITH WHICH HIS PROJECT IS ASSOCIATED. THIS MATRIX TYPE OF ORGANIZATION CAUSES THE PROJECT MANAGER TO RELY ON THE COMMODITY COMMAND FOR A

GREAT DEAL OF THE TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT THE PROJECT REQUIRES. THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF THIS CONCEPT, THEN, THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE STAFF MANAGE THE OBJECTIVE RATHER THAN PERFORM ALL OF THE FUNCTIONAL TASKS TO BE DONE. THE VALUE OF THE USE OF MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES IS, THEREFORE, INHERENT TO THIS TYPE OF OPERATION.


15ARMY CIVILIAN CAREER SYSTEM FOR STAFFING PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICES, CIVILIAN PERSONNEL REGULATION CP2, (WASHINGTON, DC: DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, 31 OCTOBER 1963), PP. 4-5. (HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS CPR CP2.)

16IBID.
addressed. However, it should be recognized that there is a concurrent process for staffing the military positions in the organization.

To date, the only published guidance on civilian recruitment and staffing specifically applicable to project management is Army Materiel Command Regulation 11-16, Vol. I. It states that the project manager "will use the existing talents and strengths available to him within the functional organizations of AMC." Information obtained from interviews indicates that the most successful and fastest method used by project managers is through the recruitment of personnel who are known to them. Several sources for such personnel are other project management offices which have, or are soon to have, an excess of people due to phase-out, reductions, etc., and the elements within the supporting functional command which may have available personnel for a variety of reasons.

Another source of candidates for the organization is to obtain listings of personnel from the supporting civilian personnel office. CPR CP2 provides for a central inventory file of employees who are registered in career fields which are applicable to project management. These personnel are not required to be in project management. They are grades GS-9 and above who have given evidence of career advancement potential. A sound working relationship with the civilian personnel office will help the project manager surface more good candidates with backgrounds suitable to his requirements.

18CPR CP2, p. 6.
Another source of candidates is through the screening of people from a variety of organizations who may have tendered applications for jobs in the Project Management Office. Research indicates a variety of opinion on the merit of this method, but, again, like any other source, there are no guarantees of success or failure.\(^9\)

Once the Project Manager has determined a sufficient number of candidates are available, he may begin the selection process. Even in the formulative stages, the Project Manager has probably been making initial choices. However, formal selection procedures should include personal interview by the Project Manager. Only through the interview can he convey his requirements and objectives to potential candidates and obtain their responses. Frequently the Project Manager may wish to obtain recommendations from other managers, preferrably ones with whom he has some personal rapport. He must be careful in so doing since the recommending manager may take it as an opportunity to rid himself of problem personnel. During the selection process, the Project Manager should be aware of the fact that the objectives of the personnel being interviewed and his own may not necessarily be the same. Previous research has indicated that frequently managers assume the two to be evident and equal.\(^{20}\) This opinion could lead to serious misunderstandings later. The Project Manager should be sure of his own objectives and needs and make certain that understanding on these matters is reached with the


\(^{20}\) Ibid, p. 10.
prospective employee. An important aspect of this process is that
he must sell his particular project and the Management by Objectives
approach to the candidate. Experience indicates that this factor
is not always understood. By nature, Project Management is a rather
risky venture for civilian personnel due to the uncertainty of the
length of the project. This aspect will be addressed in more detail
later in the paper. Suffice now to say that the selling points
usually stressed such as personal advancement, appeal to the desire
for career advancement, and individual challenge may not be sufficient.
However, if these selling point are presented within the overall
Management by Objectives context, their appeal to people who will
respond to that management technique - the kind of personnel needed
in a project - should be of significant strength in obtaining those
individuals.
CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED BY THE CIVIL SERVICE ENVIRONMENT

As in any other area of human endeavor, staffing a Project Management Office is not without attendant problems. To this point, this study has emphasized the merits of Management by Objectives and has held it to be an objective which should be uppermost in consideration when staffing an Army Project Management Office. A consensus of those managers interviewed* and of research materials covered has provided an opinion that the objective is not easily or always attained. The following discussion will highlight certain of the reasons for that problem.

One of the major problems facing the Project Manager as well as other areas of staffing has been pointed out by a member of the General Accounting Office who stated:

We are of the opinion that in an optimum situation the manager at the operating level should be authorized to carry out a well-defined program without restraints as to the nature or source of manpower resources he applies.

The writer realizes, however, that within the Civil Service, manpower adjustments are generally related to rather arbitrary personnel ceilings or fund availability limitations rather than actual manpower requirements. Since the Project Manager has no control over such caprices, he must attempt to do his best within the constraints


*See Bibliography
by insuring that he hires the best possible personnel. Even at that, however, he is faced with other constraints. AMCR 11-16, Vol. I, stresses the necessity for speedy staffing of the organization which is also implied by the urgency to press into starting the project on its way. The pitfalls of such hasty ness are all too apparent. Experienced personnel managers have indicated that the process of selection is not something that should be done hurriedly since the process is extremely difficult to reverse if errors are made.23 An added problem is that the Project Manager is frequently not well versed in Civilian personnel practices and often relies on other persons, whose interests may not be the same as his, to assist him in selection.24 A solution to this problem is that the Project Manager must become familiar with Civilian personnel practices and must cultivate the support of the Civilian Personnel Office.25 As previously stressed, since people are the most important single asset to Program Management, the Program Manager must utilize all the time he can to concentrate on the personnel selection process.

Project Managers frequently encounter resistance from the functional managers who, quite understandably, are reluctant to lose good people, the very ones the Project Manager wants. Indications are

23Nonattributable interview conducted on 13 April 1973.
24Ibid.
25Ibid.
THAT OVER THE YEARS A SENSE OF RIVALRY HAS EXISTED, LARGELY DUE TO PERSONNEL ACQUISITION. 26 THE NOTION OF SALESMANSHIP IS IMPORTANT UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, AND THE PROJECT MANAGER MAY HAVE TO SELL HIS COMMANDING OFFICER AS WELL AS THE OTHER FUNCTIONAL MANAGERS AND THE PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEE. 27

AS REFERENCED EARLIER, THE PROJECT MANAGER FREQUENTLY MUST CONVINCE CANDIDATES THAT WHAT HE HAS TO OFFER IS WORTHWHILE FOR THEM. THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT FIELD IS REALLY A "CAREER SIDELINE" FOR CIVILIANS DUE TO THE SHORT-TERM, TEMPORARY NATURE OF A PROJECT. THE PROBABILITY OF ENCOUNTERING DIFFICULTY IN GETTING REINSTATED IN HIS FUNCTIONAL CAREER FIELD UPON COMPLETION OR TERMINATION OF THE PROJECT WILL CREATE RELUCTANCE IN CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES. 28 To date, however, Army Project Management has enjoyed a very good record in making sure that there is a minimum of personal discomfort in the readjustments required by Project Management. 29

IN THE EARLY STAGES OF ESTABLISHING AN OFFICE, CIVILIAN PERSONNEL REGULATIONS ALLOW FOR THE USE OF DETAILS AND TEMPORARY PROMOTIONS, BUT THESE METHODS ARE ONLY TEMPORARY AT BEST SINCE THERE ARE SPECIFIC LIMITATIONS PLACED ON THE LENGTH OF TIME THEY MAY BE EMPLOYED. SINCE IT IS IMPORTANT THAT CONTINUITY IN THE PROJECT BE MAINTAINED, THESE TEMPORARY MEANS OF OBTAINING PERSONNEL SHOULD BE

26 NONATTRIBUTABLE INTERVIEW CONDUCTED ON 19 APRIL 1973.
28 Ibid.
29 NONATTRIBUTABLE INTERVIEW CONDUCTED ON 19 APRIL 1973.
The establishment of the Table of Distribution and Allowances for the office previously discussed can present problems. If the career series and grade levels are established without regard to availability of desirable personnel to fill the positions created, the Project Manager may discover that he is too restricted in his selection of personnel. This problem is particularly acute in today’s environment of restricted promotional capability. Even in times when promotion policy is more liberal, Civilian Personnel practices require competitive promotion which may be a hindrance to obtaining the personnel the Project Manager desires.

The fact that Project Management is not a Civilian career field in itself necessitates that personnel be selected from specific career specialty fields. The Project Manager should be cognizant of the fact that such specialization could present both operational and training problems in a Project Management organization, since the job requires abilities to perform a variety of duties and relate to others in a Management by Objectives environment. Careful screening of prospective candidates should help to surface those individuals who can perform best under such conditions.

In today’s environment, regulations that require the selection of personnel from lists of excess personnel who have been displaced by manpower reductions present a problem to Project Managers.

---

30 Nonattributable interview conducted on 13 April 1973.
31 Ibid.
The problem may be no problem at all in individual situations. However, the regulatory requirement may well reduce his ability to select those individuals who will best function within the Management by Objectives atmosphere. Consequently the Project Manager would be well advised to foster close contact with Civilian personnel experts to assess his prerogatives under those circumstances.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Throughout the process of gathering resource materials and writing this study, it has become increasingly evident that the principle of Management by Objectives fits extremely well in the environment posed by Army Project Management. It has also become evident that the usefulness of the principle is dependent upon the ability to obtain and retain personnel in the organization who accept the challenge presented by Army Project Management, and who are capable of accepting the challenges of the Management by Objectives approach. For the Civil Service personnel in the organization and those who are candidates to become a part of a Project Management organization, certain difficulties arise.

The requirement to take speedy action to staff the office can create limitations for the Project Manager in obtaining the civilian personnel he desires. The Project Manager may also encounter problems due to the restraints placed on promotion. In addition to resistance from functional managers who do not want to lose good employees, the Project Manager may need to sell the advantages of Project Management to the potential candidate. The short-term nature of Project Management can cause reluctance on the part of civilians who may have difficulty in being reinstated in their functional career field upon completion or termination of the project. It is apparent that a system as all encompassing as the Civil Service system cannot cater specifically to the needs of one or two special cases. It is necessary, therefore, for those particular applications such as
PROJECT MANAGEMENT to learn to adapt to the system with which it must work.

It is likely that, in the future, organizations will continue to become more flexible in the management systems through the continuation of the trend toward less specialization, a wider variety of task assignments and less well-defined positions and functions. If that same trend continues to be utilized in Army Project Management, a more responsible and flexible personnel system for Civil Service staffing needs will be required. If the Army is to take full advantage of the management philosophies of the future, and fully utilize techniques such as Management by Objectives, it must become a leader in searching for ways to make the civilian personnel system assist in achieving these goals.
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